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FOREWORD

Education has long been a key concern ofCED's trustees. As our
interest in U.S. economic competitiveness intensified in the early
1980s, CED began to examine how the nation's system of public
education was serving our society and our economy. In the past
several years, we have issued three major policy statements ad-
dressing various aspects of this issue: investing in Our Children:
Business and the Public Schools (1985), Children in Need: invest-
nwnt Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged (1987 ), and
most recently, The Unfinished Agenda: A New Vision for child
Development and Education ( 1991 ). During this time, CED has also
conducted numerous meetings, large and small, with business,
education, and community leaders throughout the nation to focus
attention on the needs of children and education.

One result of CED's efforts in this area has been a remarkable
growth in the level and sophistication of business involvement in
both education reform and child development issues. Yet, as our
work in this field has matured, the members of CED's Hoard of
Trustees felt that a scholarly analysis of CED's impact on educa-
tion reform would be helpful in guiding our future efThrts.

In 1988, CED commissioned P. Michael Timpane, president of
Teachers College, Columbia University, to conduct a two-year
research study on the results of nearly a decade of education reform
activity and the impact that business has had on the refbrm
movement. The resulting research report, Business Impact on
Education and Child Development Reform. provides a critically
needed perspective on the involvement of corporate America in the
resurgence of public education. The report's authors, Dr. Timpane
and Laurie Miller McNeill, research associate at Teachers College,
note that while there is a long way to go to achieve the nation's
education goals, many of the initiatives currently being imple-
mented are promising in their range and scope and are symbolic of
a new commitment to develop the nation's human resources to
their fullest.

In this effort, the impact of the business community has been
significant. The business role has evolved from early "helping-
hand" relationships that emphasized partnerships between indi-



vidual businesses and schools to a more substantive role in leading
coalitions for reform and initiating policy change at the state and
national ievels. The study examines the many different types of
initiatives in which business has taken part and provides a frame-
work for future business involvement.

Although its views are entirely those of its authors, the report
provides strong support for CED's efforts to develop sound and
practical recommendations on education and child development
policies. As a work in progress, the study contributed significantly
to the research base for CED's 1991 policy statement The Unfin-
ished Agenda.

We are deeply grateful to Dr. Timpane and Dr. Miller McNeill
for the insight, experience, and intellectual expertise that have
made this paper such an important contribution to our understand-
ing of the issues. I also wish to thank the Chairman of the CED
Subcommittee on Education and Child Development, James J.
Renier, chairman and chiefexecutive officer of Honeywell, Inc., and
the subcommittee members who offered helpful guidance in the
development of this volume. My special thanks to Sandra Kessler
Hamburg, CED director of education studies, for her superb edito-
rial guidance.

Finally, we gratefully acknowledge the many private and cor-
porate foundations, listed on page vi, whose generous support
made this publication possible.

This volume is being made available by CED as a framework for
addressing the many concerns relating to business involvement in
education and child development reform. It does not contain spe-
cific policy recommendations and in that respect differs from CED
policy statements, which contain recommendations developed and
approved by CED's Research and Policy Committee. Business
Impact on Educatnni and Child Development Reform provides a
fundamental and constructive perspective for ongoing consider-
ation of the future direction :reducation reform and the important
role that business can play in bringing that about.

Sol Hurwitz
President
Committee tOr Economic Development
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PREFACE

The renewal and expansion of business's interest in education
and child development programs during the past decade has been
an occurrence of great and growing scope, variety, and significance.
It will be many years before we know its full extent and its impact
on the education and adult lives of our children. It is not too soon,
though, to try to analyze the context and causes of this activity, its
patterns of development, interim accomplishments, and major
obstacles and limitations. This is what we have tried to do in this
study. In the process, we have drawn on several sources: the
knowledge we have both gained during several years of personal
involvement in the reform movement, a review of the extensive
literature listed in the Bibliography, the staffresources and records
of the Committee for Economic Development, and over fifty inter-
views, mostly by telephone, with business, government, and edu-
cation leaders who have been deeply involved in state and local
education reforms during the 1980s.

We, like many, are disappointed with the slow progress in some
aspects of educational and child development initiatives advocated
by business leaders and education reformers. But the enterprise
under way intends to reinvent schools for the twenty-first century,
not to give education a face-lift. Those who expect education and
public policy to respond to their demands with businesslike preci-
sion underestimate the scope of the changes being advocated, the
complexity and time-consuming nature of institutional change in
education, and the democratic processes governing our schools.

Furthermore, the success of the school reform movement must .

ultimately be judged by how well these endeavors improve schooling.
Whatever reform accomplishes in this regard, it will not feed
hungry children, house homeless families, reduce federal or state
budget deficits, offset the weakened financial sector of the economy.
or single-handedly restore communities disrupted by economic
change. There is an established but frequently misguided tradition
in this nation of seeing schools as the cause of and solution to
myriad problems. As we go about the important husiness of educa-
tion reform, we must be realistic about what it. can and cannot
accomplish.
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In our judgment, the contemporary business involvement in
education has so far been substantially beneficial. But it can only
be part and a supporting part at that of the solution to edu-
cation's problems. These problems are, in our estimation, rooted in
the nation's lack of a strong belief in the need for and possibility of
a good education for everyone (our rhetoric to the contrary notwith-
standing) and the consequent lack of sufficient political will to
produce the excellence we say we seek. This is a problem for all the
people.
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INTRODUCTION

The United States has begun a new era of public policy and
private action to provide the knowledge our citizens will need to
keep our nation united, free, and prosperous. There is a new
commitment to the development of all our human resources for
these purposes as we once again recognize the interdependence of
government, education, and business. Although there is clearly a
long way to go in order to achieve the kinds of reform now
advocated, new coalitions are being built to forge consensus among
diverse groups and to conduct the important debate about the
purpose of education and schools.

In the words of former New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean, the
process under way involves nothing less than "reinventing the
school for modern times." But even this expansive assessment may
underestimate the changes that will be needed, for the times
demand new approaches to early childhood development and a new
emphasis on the education occurring outside the classroom and
indeed throughout the life span of our population. As states and
localities consider how to invest funds most efficiently to assist
their people, there is a growing recognition that policies concerned
with education, social services, and economic development must he
viewed as parts of a whole rather than as independent choices. This
nation has embarked on a difficult and important new task:
redefining its commitment to its citizens, especially its children.

One of the most dramatic and significant aspects of this
decade-long process has been the rise of private business interest
in education reforms and improvements, the reassertion of a
historical interest interrupted during the 1960s and 1970s. This
resurgence was the result of a new analysis of the needs of business
today and of the ways in which those needs should be integrated
into the nation's broader social and educational requirements.
Arising from dramatic changes in demographics and the general
economy (and labor markets specifically ), this analysis was soon
extended to the application of new managenwnt theories and new
perceptions of accountability to the world of education and recently
to an emphasis on early intervention for poor and disadvantaged
children. The most forceful and influential expression of these



views is found in two Committee for Economic Development policy
statements, Investing in Our Children: Business and the Public
Schools (1985) and Children in Need: Investment Strategies for the
Educationally Disadvantaged (1987. )

Business's interest has been manifested in a wide variety of
education programs and policies and has persisted, expanded, and
changed throughout the decade, becoming more appropriate and
effective with time. The scattered and marginal school-business
connections in the early 1980s were thought to be negligible. Yet,
these partnerships, seen initially as temporary phenomena, devel-
oped swiftly and surprisingly into strong and widespread business
support of school-level projects and help for school district and
community enterprises. Business also spoke with a new and
confie lit voice in local, state, and national policy councils. In each
of thc.,e realms, its efforts are as energetic in 1991 as they were in
1985.

To be sure, business interest and involvement in school reform
have not solved the problems of education. Business projects in
local schools still vary widely in scope and effect and often barely
address, let alone provid.2, needed improvements in the larger
education system. Opportunism (Alen persists among the
school-business partners, even as they gradually gain understand-
ing of each other's enterprise.

The education policy developments of the 1980s have strongly
reflected the interest of business in education reform, producing
three distinct, types of initiatives consistent with the business
agenda: (1( improving educational quality by raising standards for
students, teachers, and schools and focusing on accountability; ( 2 )
restructuring schools as places of work and teaching as a profes-
sion; and most recntly, (3 ) focusing on the educational and social
service needs of at-risk children through the provision of early
childhood programs and greater coordination between educational
and social services.

These' different emphases involve. difThrent kinds of activities
in different arenas. Efforts to set new standards for learning and
accounta)ility have gone forward principally in state capitals, with
governors and other officeholders leading efforts to develop explicit
new education policies. School restructuring is ultimately a local
affair, without uniform prescriptions for the difficult job of rede-
signing the organization of work and learning in individual sk.hools
and school districts. Addressing the enormous educational and
social service needs of at-risk children involves interinstitutional
and interagency collaboration of unprecedented magnitude among
social welfare, education, and health care services. l3usiness
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leaders have found it more difficult to participate effectively in
these endeavors as they progress from policy making to restructur-
ing to collaborative service systems.

The legislation and model programs produced so far are only
the beginning of a national movement toward greater accountabil-
ity, empowerment of teachers, and restructuring of schools. And
mistakes have been made. Some efforts to improve accountability
that have enjoyed business support have been inappropriate at-
tempts to codify complex expectations for the educational process,
with no connection made between expectations about what students
should learn on the one hand and how they are taught and what
resources are available for the process on the other. In other cases,
rhetorical support by business and education leaders at the national
level for early intervention initiatives has encountered consider-
able skepticism at the grass roots and has led to little action.
Different states and localities have moved at different speeds in
addressing new agendas. Nevertheless, an impressive amount of
creativity is being applied to some of the most. difficult problems of
education. There is a growing commitment to education and child
development reform, along with the creation of exciting new ways
of approaching some of this nation's thorniest educational and
social service problems. Educators, businesspeople, and legislators
are settling in for the long haul in educational improvement.

Among the most significant changes taking place are in the
ways educational policy is made. At the state level especially, there
is a new politics ofeducation. In most states, the initiative in setting
education policy shifted during the decade from state boards of
education, chief state school officers, and educators to governors,
legislators, and business interests. New mechanisms for the de-
velopment of policy have been discovered: special task fiirces and
commissions that emphasize the involvement of business. States
have struggled to achieve greater coordination among education,
employment, economic development., and social welfare policies.
Education has topped state policy agendas almost every year for a
decade. State education politics will never be the same.

A ne.6 politics of education is also evident it) sonw urban
centers. In cities such as Boston and Chicago, business leaders have
played a major role in defining and executing the education reform
agenda. High on the business agenda in those cities were new
structures for decision making and governance such as school-
site management arid school governance councils made up of
parents, teachers, and principals intended to alter permanently
the politics of education in their communities.

1 ,s
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In these processes, we can see both the possibilities and the
limitations of the role of business in educational reform. Business
can help define problems and provide advice, encouragement, and
support to educators and policy makers, but it cannot effect policy
reform or improve schools. These must remain public responsibili-
ties.

If there is any bias in this report, it is toward optimism. Ten
years ago, debate about public education centered on how to cut
public spending in what was thought by many to be the most
ravenous branch of the public sector and on how to circumvent the
perceived shortcomings of public school education. Today, there is
a nationwide debate under way in the education profession, in legal
forums, in corporate boardrooms, in state capitals, and at the
national level about the purpose of education and about the things
that must be done to support and strengthen all schools and
teachers, Only two previous debates in public education have
rivaled the current one: the debate at the turn of the century about
how to design a system of publicly supported mass education and
the debate from mickentury on about assuring equal educational
opportunity, treatment., and results.

1 1
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CHAPTER 1

THE ORIGINS AND CONTEXT
OF BUSINESS INVOLVEMENT

IN EDUCATION

The involvement of business in education is not new. For the
first half of this century, industry in America was a strong force
behind the movement for universal schooling and for vocational
education. Most school board members were business or profes-
sional men, and public school management came to be modeled on
business management. Business and educatior al leaders agreed
that the preparation of students for a productive work life was an
important objective of education. Curricula, testing, cot, nseling,
and placement programs all developed within this comfortable
consensus. The last chapter in this early history of business
involvement, in the schools was the prodigious expansion of the
public schools after World War P.

The context of educational policy making changed swiftly in
tne middle and late 1960s. Though the change was most dramatic
in the cities, it was also evident in communities of every size
throughout the United States as new issues of educational equity,
due process, and political power came to the fore. And with those
new issues came new actors: organized parent and community
groups, organized teachers, advocates of previously neglected
groups of students, lawyers and judges, and federal and state
program managers. These new issues and groups were unfamiliar
and frustrating to the businessmen who thought theiaselves
stewards of the schools. For the first time in issues ',uch as
desegregation, busing, and school violence busines'.4 leaders
confronted the possibility of real costs in their participation in
educational policy, and they began to pull away from service on
local school hoards and the like. Over a period of only a few years.
business's influence! was eclipsed, and its representatives were less
and less prominent in the deliberations about local educational
policy and rarely involved in the development of important new
state and frderal educational roles.
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Thus, in the critical years from the mid-1960s to the late 1970s,
business interests became increasingly distant from the schools,
shifting toward the universities. The children of business leaders
often attended private elementary and secondary schools or public
schools in elite suburbs. Lacking contact with the public schools,
many business leaders found it easy to believe the stereotypes
about public education circulating during these years: test scores
falling and school systems failing because of unruly students,
untested innovation, militant and uncooperative teachers, and
ineffectual administrators.

During those years, too, there was an ample supply of qualifi
entry-level workers to be found among the large numbers of young
people born during the postwar baby boom and among women
reentering the labor market. Business could ignore or postpone its
concerns about the quality ofthe schools and concentrate instead on
their cost in taxes. Those were the days of strong business support
for state tax limitation statutes in California, Massachusetts, and
elsewhere, as well as opposition to local school bond issues. Busi-
ness dealt with schools through the lower levels of its public affairs
or personnel officeF, which had little authority, small budgets, and
as a result, little or no credibility with or influence on educators.

ik SEA (711/11IGE

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, this picture began to change.
In cities such as Minneapolis and Dallas, and in states such as
California, Florida, and Mississippi, business leaders began to
reestablish connections with public education. This phenomenon
spread quickly to many other cities and states. And the business
community found unexpected allies in education reformers, who
were drawing new and far-reaching conclusions from their own
failures and frustrations in the 1960s and 1970s, and in a new
generation of political leaders, state governors in particular, eager
to make economic development through educational improvement
a centerpiece of their programs.

What happened to renew business's interest in education? It
seems clear that changes in labor supply and demand have been the
most significant spur to t his renewal. Neither an abstract devotion
to the importance of schools in society (to prepare employees,
citizens, and consumers), nor local interest in communities that
were -good places to do business," nor even contemporary themizing
about corporate social responsibility had been sufficient to rekindle
that interest, but a growing concern about the quantity and quality
of labor was.

1 t
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It was a certainty that fewer young people than needed would
be entering the labor market during the remainder of the century;
tho number of high school graduates would decline by 20 percent
between 1980 and 1990 and would not grow throughout the
nineties. In addition, the proportion of women in the labor market
wou;d never again nse as swiftly as it had in the recent past. Spot
shortages of labor were beginning to occur, and many industries
began to contemplate the need for painful choices: raising entry-
level wages, substituting technology for labor, or exporting jobs to
new locales here or overseas. The business community realized
that with the need to fill existing jobs already apparent and more
complex jobs on the horizon, it could no longer afford numerous
educational failures in the schools.

Thus, the quantitative issue was quickly joined by concerns
about quality. Concern had been growing for a decade about our
economy's Hilure to maintain historical annual advances in pro-
ductivity. Mere were many macroeconomic and managerial expla-
nations for this lag, but there was also a legitimate, if unproven,
concern that the observed declines in educational performance
were being translated into lower productivity in the workplace.
This concern was heightened by the decline in the U.S. international
competitive posi4.ion during the 1980s compared with that ofJapan
and Germany, for instance, whose education systems were efficiently
geared to serve vigorous economies.

Yet another factor was the rapidity of technological change, led
by computers and elecommunications. There were indications,
again unproven, that is the new technologies became more pervasive
in the workplace, WOT kers would require different and often more
complex skills.

These basic conce rns about quantity and quality grew
throughout the decade as other changes in the labor market also
became more apparent:

Increasing mobility of the work force

Increasing heterogeneity of the work fiirce, with the propor-
tions of African-Americans, Latinos, and recent immigrants
growing steadily and presenting new educational and perfor-
mance problems

Evidence that success in the world economy would increasingly
depend more on the quality of workers than on financial or
natural resources

All in all, during the 1980s, the issues of human development
and performance rose to first place among the concerns of corporate
leaders throughout the nation,

I 7
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The dominant themes of business's interest in education were
historical and familiar: management, accountability, and educa-
tion for work. Yet, their specific meaning had changed dramati-
cally. Education for work no longer meant job-specific preparation
primarily through vocational education; it now meant general
knowledge and skills that would enable workers to perform in a
variety of situations, adapting to a rapidly changing workplace.
And it implied special concern for the youngest poor children, who
would need more help before and beyond their schooling to attain
the necessary levels of literacy and skill.

Similarly, the admonition to education to be "businesslike" had
acquired radically different implications. Schools should not be
factorylike organizations run by a managerial hierarchy. Rather,
they were being asked to restructure themselves, as many large
businesses had, in order to give operating sites (i.e., individual
schools) clear expectations, incentives, resources, authority, and
ultimately, responsibility for producing a greater educational
outconw ( i.e., measurably improved student performance).

THE CED REPORTS

Investing in OurChildren and ('hildren in Need crystallized the
new business sentinwnt and were catalysts in helping to create a
persistent business involvement in educational reform and im-
provement.

Until 1985, there had been no comprehensive, widely influen-
tial statement of business's interest in education. This interest had
begun to burgeon at the local level in the first school-business
partnerships and programs of assistance to individual schools and
teachers. At the state level, businesses had begun to participate in
the development of educational reforms. .ometimes on their own
initiative and more often at the request of governors and legisla-
tors. At the national level, A Nation at Risk (1983) gave strong
emphasis to the economic and competitive aspects of educational
performance; concurrently, in Action for Excellence. the Education
Commission ofthe States' Task Force on Education and the Economy
(comprised of politicians, educators, and business executives ) de-
veloped an initial statement of the corporate interest in education.
Through all these efforts, there were common substantive threads:
a concern about employability and productivity and a conviction
that strong academic content, high standards, a focus on outcomes,
and clear accountability were the necessary first steps toward
educational improvement.
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CED was ideally situated to take on the dual tasks of crystal-
lizing and advancing the new business interest in education. As an
organization of business leaders and educators, it was able to lead
authoritatively. During the previous quarter century, it had made
progressive and influential commentary on America's educational
and social problems. In 1959, CED published Paying fiw Better
Schools, followed in 1968 by Innovation in Education: New Direc-
tions for the American School, which criticized the increasingly
bureaucratic and impersonal character of schools and urged indi-
vidualized programs, Then, in 1971, it published Educanon for the
Urban Disadvantaged: From Preschool to Employment, a report
foreshadowing many of the perspectives found in Children in Need.

Although CED published no new report on elementary and second-
ary education for the next fourteen years, it contributed a sub-
stantial body of commentary On related issues: welfare reform, job
training, health care, housing, urban policy, and corporate social
responsibility.

In the 1980s, with this unique body of informed commentary to
build on, as well as a spirited leadership, an eager membership,
skillful staff assistance, and readily complicit colleagues from the
national vanguard of education reform to call on, (7ED took a
leadership role in enunciating a corporate vision fbr the nation's
schools.

As is the case with most influential reports, Investing in Our
Children and Children in Need synthesized views already widely
held about economic requirements, employability, education
standards, outcomes, and accountability. In addition, by using the
compelling metaphor of investment, now widely adopted in a
variety of policy contexts affecting education and children, they
helped change the nation's way of thinking about the cost of
education. Wise investments that yield excellent returns are the
hallmark of successful businesses. What had been seen as a cost of
doing business now became an essential component of the sug-
gested education strategy: Invest now to achieve benefits and
savings later on.

These reports also advanced radical suggestions fin- bringing
about the needed changes in education policy and practice. Investing
in Our Children was among the first of the national reports during
the 1980s to argue for new professional roles and rewards fbr
teachers and "bottom-up" strategies for school improvement. It .

owed much in this regard to the views of education refbrmers such
as Sizer and Goodlad, but it reinforced their arguments through
analogies from contemporary business practice. It preceded and
influenced subsequent statements in the same vein by the ( arnegie
Forum Nation Prepared) and others.
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In addition, the CED reports directed the attention of the
nation to the distinctive and growing needs of the youngest, poor-
est, and most disadvantaged of our children, the so-called at-risk
population. Ironically, the voice of busi ness was the first to be heard
clearly on this issue, too. One of the early fears about the education
reforms suggested with business support in the 1980s was that they
would aggravate the problems of poor children in schools by
ignoring inequities and the social causes of failure and that they
would rely instead on inappropriate standards and measures,
looking for quick-fix solutions, Instead, Children in Need contains
the decade's most influential assertion that the youngest and
poorest students are those whom the nation most needs to help
build productive lives for themselves and society. In its emphasis on
early childhood programs and comprehensive social service ap-
proaches for children and youths with multiple disadvantages, it
goes considerably beyond the agenda that the business and educa-
tion communities forged together just a few years earlier.

Finally, CED has been extraordinarily effective in disseminating
its ideas and perspectives. Both reports have been distributed in
unprecedented numbers and used often by educators and policy
makers to stimulate public debate and promote subsequent proposals
for reform. CED's leaders, notably Owen B. Brad) Butler, have
effectively carried the word to policy makers, business leaders,
educators, and the public. A thorough media campaign stimulated
several hundred articles and editorials, not simply reporting but
embracing the CED perspective with scarcely a critical word. The
most recent expressions of the corporate viewpoint, including the
National Alliance for Business's Blueprint for Business on Re-
structuring Education, the Business Roundtahle's Participation
Guide: A Primer lOr Business on Education, and the statenwnts of
the recently formed Business Coalition for Education RefOrm, are
wholly consonant with ( and, indeed, derived from CED's earlier
analyses. They are eloquent indications of the success of CED's own
invest nwnt in children.

EMERGING CONCERNS

13y t he end of t he 1980s, moreover, it was becoming evident that
broader economic developments and business concerns were com-
plicating the program of educational refbrm. The continuing diffi-
culties of international economic competithm and domestic public
finance and the increasing prospect of recession were reducing the
likelihood of sufficient funding fbr all public enterprises, including

20
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education. Persistent changes in the nature and structure of
employnwnt and lagging real wages, particularly for younger
workers, were helping to expand the ranks ofthe poor and near-poor,
worsening income distribution, putting steadily greater strains on
parents and families, and reducing the rewards of educational
achievement.

In the face of such fundamental social and economic concerns,
education reform will undoubtedly struggle in the decade ahead to
retain the momentum so recently achieved, and the strength and
durability of business support will he sorely tested, too. Difficult
economic times will make advocacy for public spending more
difficult and unlikely. Impatience and frustration with the slow
pace of educational change and improvement may grow. Current
hopes for public school reform may be reduced or abandoned,
leading to new pressures for choice or other market-oriented
devices as panaceas rather than reasonable policy improvements.
In the worst case. current hopes for public school reform may be
reduced or abandoned. In short, the business community must
continually summon up educational vision and leadership in the
next decade as it has in the last.

0 f
A.- A
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CHAPTER 2

PATTERNS OF BUSINESS
INVOLVEMENT

The past decade has been one of remarkable growth in the
number and strength of new alliances among business, schools, and
communities. New relationships have been fbrmed at every level of
government and in almost every area of educational policy. An
entirely new context for educational policy making has emerged,
along with a new set of expectations for the role of schools in our
society. Government and business leaders have begun to play a new
and vital part. in deciding the fate of public education. There is an
important debate under way in this nation about the purpose of'
education and an expectation that this debate will he public and
that busMess will play a prominent role in it.

Leaders of business, government, education, and civic organi-
zations are impressed with the unforeseen impact business has had
on the education refOrm movement and optimistic about the ben-
efits it will produce.

To he sure, not every instance of business activity has been
substantial and productive. Many so-called partnerships are su-
perficial and likely to remain so. But in many other cases, there is
a clear pattern of business involvement in education, a pattern that .
is often sequential for the involvement ofspecific firms and progres-
sively more significant to education refbrm and improvement.

The pattern has gone from a few projects to many, from
marginal programs of assistance to participation in efforts to
change schools and school districts, and from local to state-level
involvement to emerging efforts to shape national attitudes and
federal policies.

The stages of school-business relationships are as follows:
Helping-1mnd relationship,, in which business provides tan-
gible goods and services to schools (such as equipment, dona-
tions, mini-grants, tutors, speakers, and special materials )
Programmatic initiatives, in which business is involved in
attempts to change and improve one particular school or caw
particular program



Compacts and collaborative efforts providing a single,
communitywide umbrella for a wide range of school-business
and school-community activities and, in one way or another,
pressure for districtwide school reforms
Policy change, where business leaders and organizations have
been active participants in developing a vast array of new
policies, especially at the state level

HELPING-HAND RELATIONSHIPS

By all indications, the most widespread and popular type of
relationship between business and the schools is the helping-hand
relationship. These relationships are usually suggested by educa-
tors and provided by businesses to supplement or enhance existing
school programs. They provide resources the schools could not
secure on their own, such as guest speakers, equipment and
computers, business employee-volunteers, and mini-grants to
teachers. Many adopt-a-school programs, especially those that
respond primarily to a wish list of donations developed by schools.
begin as helping-hand relationships.

These local partnerships are far and away the most numerous
and popular form of connection. They occurred in 17 percent of the
nation's schools in 1984 and 40 percent today. There are now more
than 140,000 partnerships in 30,000 public elementary and sec-
ondary schools, and over hal fof these relationships( 52 percent ) are
between business organizations and the schools. Small business
firms sponsor about 40 percent of the partnerships, while medium
and larger firms support roughly 30 percent each.

How swcessful are helping-hand relationships in promoting
school refOrm or improvement? They are highly successful at
achieving peripheral goals. They do not reform education. Branded
as -feel good" partnerships by some critics, these relationships do
not set out to challenge the ways in which schools go about the
business of education or the ways in which business goes about its
involvement with schools. Nor do they attempt to redesign a
specific program or school or challenge the basic assumptions that
underlie the way schools work or the priorities educators set. In the
worst case, they are a union of opportunists both seeking public
relations gains.

At their best, though. helping-hand relationships have suh .
stantial benefits. Enterprising educators can put the resources
that helping hands provide to excellent use to enhance ongoing
school programs. IBM's extensive local partnership programs show
the breadth and extent such projects can have. I BM involve's more
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than 10,000 employee-volunteers in more than 750 partnerships
between its local offices and their community schools. These help-
ing- hand relationships include Join-A-School, Junior Achievement,
loaned executives, and mentoring programs, as well as support for
programs promoting literacy and education in mathematics, science,
and engineering. Support comes in the form of guest instructors
and speakers, teacher training, tutoring, equipment, software,
participation on special education committees, and advice on cur-
riculum and instruction, management, and school governance
issues, among other means. School people are accustomed to scarce
resources, and their ability to develop creative projects with limited
resources would impress the most economy-minded businessperson.
A single computer donation in the hands of a creative school staff
can make a significant difference in the day-to-day business of
teaching and learning.

Moreover, they often provide! a first, safe step toward greater
business involvement and allow both the business and the school to
get to know each other and form a relationship for the future. When
helping-hand relationships succeed, the business interest clearly
evolves from "how can we support this school?" to "how can we
support more substantial, long-lasting change in educat ion?"

As one southern business leader said:
Adopt-a-schools and partners/tips are O.K. litr helping out
individual schools and classrooms, hut the trend us
business to more to a higher level of in t.olrenten t. Don't lust
gi fabric lOr the school play or donate $1,000 /Or romputers;
push /Or refOrm, Establish coalitions that can contribute to
substantire change. Business can help their !two! scluml
districts create the conditions fOr smut l (Ina polltical change
that proutdc the hosts /Or policy changes school boards need
to m(1ke....

Business has lwcome more tough-nUnded, as well. "A few years ago.
we. gave the schools money, got our picture taken, and shut up. Now
we are saying, if we pay and we do pay through taxes even with-
out the contributions we want a say in it."

By this route of involvenwnt and reflection. businesspeople
become more serious about their involvement in education and
begin to work toward the improvement of specific programs. entire
school districts, and state and federal policies.

The expansnm of helping-hand relationships has been iiecom-
panied and stimulated by a decided shift in corporate contribution
programs, with corporate giving to precollege education growing
almost 50 percent between 1987 and 198S akim.. Many companies
report new long-term commitments to precollegiate education.
including a new philanthropic fOcus and direct involvement in

4)
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schools. Several of the nation's largest corporations have recently
dramatized this shift. General Electric has set. aside $20 million to
double the number of disadvantaged college-bound youths in com-
munities where its manufacturing activities are concentrated,
IBM has designated $25 million for innovative computer use in
schools, and RJR Nabisco recently promised $30 million for local
educational improvement projects.

School people at the local level often have a more cautious,
limited view. They see school-business relationships, not as oppor-
tunities to undertake far-reaching reform, but as opportunities to
foster school-community relations and introduce new resources
into their schools. Principals (the most aggressive solicitors of
school-business relationships ) stress the tangible, material out-
comes they hope school-business partnerships can produce. They
would prefer to see more awards, scholarships, and special incen-
tives for students; donations of more computers, equipment., or
books; the provision ofguest speakers and demonstrations: and the
use of business facilities and equipment rather than greater
business involvement in the consideration of education programs
and policies.

WHAT KINDS OF PARTNERSHIPS DO
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS WANT?

1. Awards, scholarships, or incentives fbr students 52';

2. Donations of computers, equipment, or books 45';

3. Guest speakers, demonstrations. use of'
facilities or equipment

4, Academic tutoring of' students

5. Assistance fbr students with special needs 96';
6. Grants fbr teachers 23';

7. Professional development. for schoid stafT

S. Work-study or summer employment
fbr studi..nts 19'

9. Special awards for teachers or sL.hools

10, Loan of employees to teach

11, Service on education committees or task forces

S( I ii( N t r 1; 't,tittr cm Education SI:itistit.s. Ell !drat if rli Alf I Ntl
Nii11). In Puilli( E7errientan ijpjj 5erirtidt1111' Si I )

GIve.rcirits.ttt PrIntmg Fthruary 198,.t
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PROGRAMMATIC INITIATIVES

Programmatic initiatives represent the next stage of business
involvement: intensive efforts to improve one particular program or
one particular school by concentrating a variety of special resources
on it from both school and business partners to create enhanced
learning opportunities for students. They are larger in scale and
more complex than helping-hand relationships. They require greater
commitment from both business and the schools and a shared
vision of the desired outcome of the relationships. They are also the
projects that are producing the greatest gains,

There are many varieties of programmatic initiatives, from
special science and technology programs in elementary and middle
schools, to career-preparation and job-readiness programs in high
schools, to reorganization of school curricula. Some adopt-a-school
projects are programmatic initiatives to the extent they aim at
changing educational practice, as are some management programs
developed particularly for school administrators,

Programmatic initiatives differ from helping-hand projects in
that they use business resources to change existing practice, rather
than to enhance existing school programs. Because of their careful
design and the close and sustained relationship between business
and the schools, programmatic initiatives tend to produce substan-
tial educational outcomes.

Academies, mentoring programs, and management programs
for administrators are among the most prominent and promising
programmatic initiatives.

Academies are usually "schools within schools." They combine
academic coursework with career preparation and employment
opportunities in special fields for high school students. Typically,
the programs target economkally disadvantaged students in grades
10 to 12 at risk of dropping out (but not those who have already done
so). School districts and businesses together create the programs,
with a community-based group sometimes acting as a broker.
Academies create special learning environments for students both
inside and outside school and involve businesspeople in curriculum
development and on their governance boards.

The first academy programs were developed in Philadelphia
over twenty years ago. The most comprehensive and widespread
efforts under way are in that city and in California. Philadelphia
currently has academy programs in applied electrical science,
automotive and mechanical science, business, horticulture, and
health. Califbrnia currently provides support for eighteen academy
programs in areas such as electronics, health, business, and corn-
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puters and technology; fifteen more are in formation. In New York,
American Express began an academy of finance in 1982 and has
since added academies of t.ave! and tourism, public service, and
manufacturing sciences. These are now expanding under the
Notional Academy Foundation, supported by several corporations
and serving 3,500 students in sixty-one schools and twenty-six
school districts nationwide. Academies can also be found in Pitts-
burgh (the I3usiness and Finance Academy in Westinghouse High
School), Portland, Oregon (the Financial Services Academy in
Jefferson High School ), and many other urban centers. Altogether,
there are, at most, a few hundred of these initiatives, compared
with the many thousands of less ambitious collaborations.

Academy programs cost more to operate than the regular
school program ($490 more per student in Philadelphia and $750
more in California . but they are producing significant long-term
benefits by improving student achievement, preventing dropouts
and unemployment, and increasing college attendance for their
students.

Other well-established programmatic initiatives support ca-
reer development directly. Long present in the schools as an
offshoot of vocational educat ion and manpower training programs,
these programs expanded in the 1980s to involve the business
community in program development and support and to reach
more students earlier in their education. New York Work'ng
exemplifies this new shape of things. Created and subsidized by the
joint action of New York State, the city's schools, business, and
ibundations, New York Working has set up Career Development
and Employment ('enters in sixteen high schools, providing career
perspectives, academic and employment skills, and job develop-
ment and counseling support. for the predominantly disadvantaged
students of these schools during and for one year after high school.
Programs such as New York Working intend to be new but. integral
parts of the schools they serve and to focus on success in matching
students with good jobs, using every available community re-
source.

Mentoring is a more recent programmatic development. Ex
traordinarily popular with participants, students, and schools,
mentoring programs are growing rapidly in numbers in colleges
and universities, community and youth-service agencies, as well as
business. There are surely several thousand such efforts, reaching
unknown thousands of individual students. Mentoring is based on
the simple belief that many students can gain much academically,
professionally, and personally from a consistent and caring rela-
tionship with a mature adult If comprehensively implemented in

I) 7
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a school, a mentoring program can ease the school-to-work or
school-to-college transition, enhance job readiness, target troubled
and at-risk students, or help tutor students in their schoolwork.
Some mentoring programs, such as General Electric's College
Bound Program, combine one-on-one volunteer mentors with other
school improvement strategies. Others involve collaboration with
civic leaders, college student groups, retired persons, and parents.

How successful are mentoring programs? It is far too soon to
know. One recent study of elder mentors paired with at-risk
students found that well-designed programs do indeed have an
important impact on youths. Powerful bonds develop between these
young people and their mentors Ghat, according to a study by Publici
Private Ventures, "help change a life trajectory from one headed for
failure to a more adaptive path of survival." The youths involved
reported important qualitative improvements in their day-to-day
lives. The mentors, in turn, "took on the youths' full range of
problems and emotions," helping the young people through crises,
acting as their advocates, and bolstering theii :iense of stability and
competence.

On the other hand, studies now under way suggest that the
costs and other difficult ies of mentoring programs involving busi-
ness men and women ha ve been underestimated by their enthusiasts.
Mentoring must be viewed at present as a hopeful, albeit popular,
experiment.

Business can also change schools by management development
and administrative analysis. Some of the earliest instances of the
new business interest were of this nature (e.g.. in Chicago and
Minneapolis), mid some of the most recent initiatives (e.g., in
Denver) extend the practice. Some projects admit school adminis-
trators to corporate management development programs: Bell-
South sends school principals to Outward Bound-type training;
Procter & Gamble trains teachers and principals in (7incinnati. as
does Xerox in Rochester and throughout Virginia. Pacific Telesis
and Wells Fargo send management educators into schools in
California. In other instances, businesses loan executives and other
staff members to work on special assignments in schools and share
business techniques with school leadership.

Addressing management development needs has been a par-
ticular priority of the Partnership for New Jersey's work in educa-
tion, 'rile organization. which represents the leadership of' New
Jersey's major corporations and selected nonprofit institutions.
supports two programs of this sort: one that pairs administrative
teams from individual school districts with a corporate sponsor

2
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and one that works with the state's department of education to
provide management development opportunities to educators
throughout the state.

Management Assistance for Public Schools ( MAPS) is the older
of the two programs, pairing participating school districts with a
single corporate sponsor for a two-year period. Four to five days a
year of corporate management training are provided to school
district administrative teams in subjects such as conflict resolu-
tion, problem solving and decision making, team building, commu-
nication, and management and leadership. The program, now
entering its fifth year, encourages corporate-school district part-
ners to go beyond the initial focus on training and the two-year
commitment.

To be effective, such business involvement must be sustained
over a period of time and directed toward administrative teams
rather than individuals and must carefully adapt business meth-
ods to the public school setting.

COMPACTS AND COLLABORAT1VES

Compacts and collaborative ventures differ significantly from
programmatic initiatives and helping-hand relationships. They
are not relationships between one business and one school; rather,
they are joint efforts involving several businesses and one school
district. Rather than investing in one program or one school,
compacts and collaborative efThrts coordinate a variety of efforts
serving a number of programs and schools, as well as fostering
distrietwide policies geared to school improvement and reform.
Civic and community organizations, higher education institutions,
and local government are often included in the efThrts. By organizing
under one umbrella, business and comnumity leaders become an
important force for district wide school improvement and reform. A
unified coalition supporting an agenda for educational improve-
ment and reform dramatically alters the context for educational
decision making in any community. It creates new forums for
debate's about goals and performance and new expectations that.

district education officials cannot ignore.
The compact. and collaborative effbrts established over the past

decade have varied greatly. Some coordinate existing activities;
others challenge district and board policy on school improvement
and reform issues. Both are important demonstrations of business
and community involvement in the schools, but they embody two
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different strategies for change. Compacts and collaborative efforts
that are primarily coordinating mechanisms provide community
and business support for internally driven school improvement
efforts. The relationship is primarily supportive; it fosters school
improvement by supporting programmatic initiatives and helping-
hand relationships with the district.

Local education funds (LEFs), which have been created in
several dozen communities, are prominent examples of this type of
collaboration. They bring business executives, community leaders,
and school managers together to develop and provide resources for
an array of supportive projects. Mini-grants for teachers and
community public relations assistance for the school system have
been the projects most frequently launched. In the larger efforts,
such as those in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, and New
York, the LEFs have also supported extensive professional support
for teachers in the arts, sciences, mathematics, and humanities;
dropout-prevention programs; and local models of educational re-
organization and improvement.

Compacts and collaborative ventures that are oriented toward
political action create effective external pressure groups to drive
school reform efforts. The relationship can be adversarial, at least
to the extent of forcing the scope and pace of change.

Implicit in these two strategies are competing philosophies
about what is wrong with schools and what should be done to fix
them. Those compacts and collaborative ventures that emphasize
supportive strategies (programmatic initiatives and helping-hand
relationships) advance the view that school programs need im-
provement, something that can be brought about partly by extra
resources and moral support provided by business and community
leaders. In supportive relationships, business and community
groups work cooperatively with school officials on targeted areas to
bring about improvement.

In case after case, these extra resources make an important
difference in school programs, often providing that extra measure
needed to make sure students are exposed to new opportunities for
learning. Most of the early collaborative ventures were of this
variety, with Pittsburgh's Allegheny Conference Education Fund
serving as the exemplar. In Denver, for example, the Public Educa-
tion Coalition sponsors a wide variety of projects, supporting
teaching training to improve students literacy skills and providing
management and efficiency studies for school management,
mini-grants for innovative classroom projects, education forums fbr
community leaders, and a campaign to inform the public about
important education issues. The Cincinnati Youth Collabora-

3
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tive targets four areas: instruction, preschool, the school-to-work
transition, and leadership development for district teachers and
administrators.

In contrast, some compacts and collaborative ventures engage
in political action to bring about reform in school policy and prac-
tice. School improvement is too modest a goal for troubled districts
that will require deep structural changes in teaching, learning, and
educational decision making, restructuring educational gover-
nance through school-site councils, decentralization, choice, and
other plans. In these communities, business leaders are willing to
commit extra resources and moral support to their local districts,
but only for the quid pro quo of change and improvement. They set
their own expectations and agendas for school reform. The Boston
Compact is the most prominent and fascinating example. Begun
ten years ago, the Compact promised extra resources to the school
district but at the same time established clear goals for school
improvement as part ofthe deal. In the formal agreement signed by
the business community and the school district in 1982, business
guaranteed high school graduates jobs and college aid in return for
systemwide improvements in student performance, particularly in
Boston's high dropout rate.

But the Boston Compact discovered that the expectation of
change and the reality of change are two different things. After six
years, even though local firms exceeded hiring goals, only marginal
gains had been made in the reading ability of graduates, and the
dropout rate in the district had actually increased. Business lead-
ers refused to renew the agreenwnt with the Boston public schools
until they received assurances that thv pace of reform would pick
up.

In the renegotiated Compact II, Boston's business leaders
sought to establish clearer expectations for change, with specific
consequences for business involvement and support. As a relt, in
January 1989, the Boston School Committee restructured the
Boston public schools to allow for decentralized decision making
and parental choice. The plan established "controlled choice" within
the Boston public schools, technical assistance for schools unsuc-
cessful in recruiting students, and school improvement and plan-
ning councils made up of parents, educators, and business and
other community representatives. And in May 1989, the Boston
Teachers Union and city school system reached tentative agree-
ment on a new system of school-based management and account-
ability for Boston's schools.

These changes in both strategy and demand have led Boston's
business community into a new era of involvement in education
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reform. According to one business leader involved in the Compact,
"the first phase ofour involvement was relatively easy and rewarding,
but the magnitude ofchange that needs to occur to provide effective
education for disadvantaged children and youth makes our job
harder and harder." Business needs to have real staying power in
the years ahead because "real education reform is not all peaches
and cream."

Subsequently, the National Alliance of Business has used the
Boston Compact's strategy for promoting educational reform in its
efforts to organize business involvement in education in eleven
other cities: Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapolis, Louisville, Mem-
phis, Miami/Dade County, Pittsburgh, Providence, Rochester, San
Diego, and Seattle. It derived several prin'iples from the experience
of the Boston Compact:

Develop long-term, measurable goals.
Designate a business intermediary.
Develop a planning structure.
Establish baseline data.
Secure financial resources.
Organize collaboration.
This model establishes an alternative forum for setting district

goals and evaluating district performance outside the realm of the
school board and the district's central administration and enables
compacts to take a firm stance on reform goals that are not met. The
challenge for the compact in each of these cities will be to create
effective pressure for districtwide improvement and reform.

The strategy and tactics of business leaders in Chicago were
more radical and ambitious. Yet, convinced that the Chicago public
schools were too disorganized and ineffective for conventional
improvement strategies to succeed, business and community lead-
ers demanded major structural reforms. Together, they lobbied the
Illinois State Legislature to enact the nation's most dramatic efThrt
to restructure urban education. In the Chicago school reform plan,
school decision making and governance moved from the central
office and city school board to individual schools and included
parents, teachers, and administrators. Local school councils, made
up of 3,500 parents elected by the community, have authority to
adopt school improvement efforts, hire and fire principals, and
allocate school budgets.

As was the case in Boston, the Chicago business community
arrived at its current posture only after years of sustained involve-
ment. At the beginning of the decade, Chicago United had orga-
nized a massive program of management assistance to the schools;
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and by the mid-1980s, Chicago chief executives officers were
participating in Mayor Washington's Summit on Education to
identify school reform needs.

In 1987, though, the business community threw its support
behind the growing voices of dissatisfaction among parent and
community groups during the city's longest teachers strike. By the
following year, Chicago United and the business community's
Leadership for Quality Education were (and have remained )
dedicated to the radical legislative reforms, a far cry from the
management assistance efforts of a decade ago.

Only a few compacts and collaborative efforts have ventured
into the arena of political demands for school reform. There may be
a surge in such efforts over the next few years as businesspeople
gain greater experience in and knowledge of educational improve-
ment, their local schools, and their own latent influence and as the
nevd for school change, driven by demographic, social, and economic
changes, becomes more urgent.

Is one strategy for reform better than another? Do any of the
different relationships at the local level (helping-hand relationships,
programmatic initiatives, compacts and collaborative venture's)
make a difference? It is too soon to judge. Most school-business
relationships are predicated on the assumption that business will
support the changes and adjustments educators themselves be-
lieve are necessary. Mini-grants, for example, provide teachers and
principals with the extra funds to carry out special projects in math,
science, reading, writing, and other curriculum areas. They do not
challenge the professional authority or expertise of teachers, but
instead invite them to redesign different aspects of their programs.

Most compacts and collaborative efforts do not challenge
districtwide practices either. Instead, they provide a coordinating
mechanism for a variety ofefforts to support changes and program-
matic improvements identified by educators, To some, this strategy
is too soft; to others, it is empowerment. However, the growing
instances of more critical demands being placed on school systems
suggest that simply supporting schools and school districts will not
be sufficient; business leaders can help bring about chauges in the
system if they are willing to become knowledgeable, remain ex-
tensively involved, and take political risks,

POLICY CHANGE

The 1980s were a time of intensive education policy making in
almost every state in the Union, producing new laws and regula-
tions of unprecedented scope and number. The business commu-
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nity was quickly drawn into this activity, both by its Own growing
engagement in local educational affairs and by the strong invita-
tion of state political leadership.

Thus, the origins and organization of business involvement at
the state level differ greatly from the local experience. Contemporary
business involvement at the state level began as political action, not
as supportive services. Moreover, the alliances differ: Business
leadership was brought in at the state level as part of a new
coalition for education reform spearheaded by governors and legis-
lators, more than educators.

This new coalition, dedicated to refor4, often challenged existing
policy as well as the traditional policy-Making authority of state
school boards, state school superintendents, and other traditional
education interests. In fact, in many states, it amounted to an
alternative system for educational policy making.

The differences between business involvement at t.v state and
local levels stem in part from the different roles state and local
governments play in our federal system. Educational policy making
at the state level has usually sought to establish uniform (most
often minimum ) standards with attendant regulations, certifica-
tion, and accreditation processes and funding formulas; at the local
level, educational policy making has traditionally emphasized
shaping schools to local priorities.

During the 1960s and 1970s, business was not a prominent
participant in state educational politics. Education was considered
a political backwater, under the control of a few traditional profes-
sional, legislative, and bureaucratic interests. During the 1970s, in
fact, business involvement in many states was anything but sup-
portive ofpublic education, concentrating as it did on support of tax-
l imitation measures by referendum in California and Massachusetts
and by law elsewhere.

Contemporary business involvenwnt in state educational policy
reform emerged when governors and state legislators began to
engage corporate leaders in their new economic development and
employment policy efforts. The fiscal condition of the states was
extremely tenuous a decade ago; many states experienced their
worst budget crises since the Great Depression. Intense international
and interstate economic competitiveness for high-growth, high-
technoloKy industry made it increasingly clear that the nature of
state policy making in economic development, employnwnt, and
education needed to change. Economic development no longer
meant simply thx abatements to lure industry, for that strategy
attracted businesses with little long-term commitment, which were
easily lured away by more generous tax benefits or cost savings in
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other states and nations. Changes in federal employment policy
through the Job Training Partnership Act mandated business
participation in policy formation and program governance and
provided a model for public and private cooperation in human
resource policy making. More and more, investment in human
capital and its cultivation became the focus of both economic
development and employment policies.

It was inevitable that this economic development theme would
extend to education reform in the states because state governments
devote more resources to public education than to any other public
service. It was also inevitable, given the new view of economic and
human resource development emerging in the states, that business
leaders would become prominently involved in efforts to reform
education.

Substantively, the first wave of state reform activity concen-
trated on creating and raising standards for public schools and
accountability for student achievement, teacher effectiveness, and
administrative performance. These were congenial goals for busi-
ness participants, reflecting their own operating style and (some-
times simplified) view of how organizations should perform. In
pursuing this agenda, the governors and legislators, with business
participation and support, were not hesitant to override the tradi-
tional policy-making responsibilities of state boards and superin-
tendents. Between 1983 and 1985 alone, they created more than
300 special state task forces and commissions to reform education
through new standards and procedures from the top down. Busi-
ness played an important role. Its representatives constituted
almost 25 percent of the membership of these task forces: 9 percent .

of the participants on task forces sponsored by educators but 31
percent on task forces sponsored by governors and state legislators.
And in many key instances, a business leader was designated to
head the task force.

Once standards and accountability schemes were established,
business involvement in state educational policy took the new form
of representation on newly mandated special councils that oversee
the implementation of reform, superseding in whole or in part. t he
responsibilities of state boards and agencies.

Business leaders have participated in state policy develop-
ments in different ways. In the vast majority of cases, business
became involved in policy making by invitation rather than by
initiating reform itself. In response to gubernatorial and legislative
calls to action, business leaders participated in special task forces
and commissions to set educational agendas, lobbied for special
causes, gave testimony before state legislatures, and mirahilc die t
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supported tax increases to pay for the new reforms. Such involve-
ment was particularly notable in the mid-1980s in Mississippi,
Florida, South Carolina, and throughout the South, where the most
remarkable changes in policies and budgets took place. Later in the
decade, as state economic conditions worsened, such instances of
willingness to consider new taxes became rare and business sup-
port for education funding was far less secure.

Less frequently, though most visibly, the business community
furnished the principal impetus for state education reforms. Busi-
ness Roundtables in California, Washington, and Minnesota and
Ross Perot in Texas established their own agendas and coalitions
for reform early in the decade. More recently, business leaders and
councils in Arkansas and Texas have tried to be similarly out in
front, with varying persistence and effect. Very few of these out-front
efforts have been successfully sustained. In California, for instance,
the Business Roundtable's ambitious agendas for higher standards
and accountability and expanded programs for teacher and school
improvement were swiftly enacted along with new education funding
in the early 1980s; but since then, the state's business community
has not sustained a leadership role in the development of educa-
tional policy.

South Carolina has been exemplary in strategically guiding
education reform through careful policy development and institu-
tionalization. From the beginning, business leaders played an
important role in South Carolina's education reforms. Since 1984,
they have served on the state's Business-Education Subcommittee,
created by the state's Educational Improvement Act of 1983
(MA 1). The powers of the subcommittee were extended by the
state's second education reform package, the Educational Improve-
ment Act of 1989 (MA 2), to include broad advisory powers and
authorization to review proposed rules for all programs created by
the reform legislation and to recommend candidates to head the
newly created Office of Public Accountability in the education
department. In short, it has a mandate to monitor continuously the
progress of education reform.

So far, South Carolina's strategy tbr reform has paid off. The
state has greatly expanded its support (up 33 percent in the first
year of reform alone). Subsequently, the state has experienced
some significant gains in the classroom: higher standardized test
scores, increased attendance rates, and more positive public opin-
ion about the schools. South Carolina is, in fact, a leading instance
of business involvement in the second wave of reform, moving
beyond standards and accountability to restructuring schools and
otherwise enhancing the capacity of teachers to perform effectively.
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Its most recent reform provides for:
Incentives to encourage school-site restructuring
Mandatory school-based programs for four-year-old at-risk
children
Grants for school-based education of parents with preschoolers
Expanded compensatory education pn grams to bring students
up to grade level
Demonstration grants for model and pilot projects designed to
reduce school dropout rates
Encouragement for districts to develop curricula and evalua-
tion procedures for teaching higher-order skills
Expanded school accountability
In South Carolina, business support was crucial in launching

education reform efforts, and this support has become increasingly
significant over the years. As one advisor noted, "Business involve-
ment in state educational policy issues has become more important
in South Carolina because education has become more important
to business."

In other states, where the reforms are either more recent or less
ambitious, the patterns of business involvement in implementa-
tion efforts have not yet clearly evolved.

What have been the outcomes of the state education reforms
business has fought so hard to obtain? Standards have indeed
changed. Between 1980 to 1989, math requirements were raised in
thirty-five states, science requirements in twenty-seven, social
studies in twenty-one, and English and language arts in fourteen.
Graduation requirements were raised in forty-three states.

Higher standards for entry into teacher preparation and
teaching have been established in virtually every state (though
some have continued or expanded loopholes that let unqualified
persons teach).

State financial support for education increased about 20 per-
cent in real terms between 1983 and 1987 (making states the
source of more than half of the dollars given to public schools), and
teachers' salaries rose just as markedly.

Nine states Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia passed
academic bankruptcy laws allowing them to seize and operate the
state's worst schools.

Has state policy activity improved student learning and perfor-
mance? Judgments here are mixed. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress shows small gains for minority students in
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several areas but insignificant and insufficient improvement across
the board. Scholastic Aptitude Test scores likewise remain rela-
tively unchangwi, and U.S. students continue to perform near or
below students in other developed nations. By many of the mea-
sures that were used to motivate the reform movement, significant
gains in performance have not yet occurred.

But changes have been detected as a result of the state educa-
tion reform movement. The Educational Testing Service estimates
that the number of students studying geometry increased by 15
percent and the number studying chemistry and biology by 5
percent each in the past few years. The high school graduation rate
rose slightly (1.6 percent) between 1982 and 1987 to 71.1 percent of
the age cohort, and we have discovered that almost half of the
students who drop out return to complete their education within a
few years. Ofthe 17 percent ofhigh school sophomores who dropped
out of school in 1980, 46 percent had finished high school by 1984.

Finally, both the number and the measured aptitudes of new
teacher candidates have risen in recent years (though neither is yet
sufficient to our needs).

What specific impact has business had on state education
reform initiatives9 First and foremost, business has helped change
the politics of educational policy making in the states. By becoming
part of a new coalition, business leaders helped create a new era of
educational decision making.

In many (if not most) states, the new reforms would not have
passed without business support. Sometimes business is credited
with creating a positive climate for education reform; in other cases,
business has garnered the political support necessary to pass
specific proposals in state legislatures, especially bills related to
funding. In either case, it has frequently had enormous political
influence. Many business and government leaders endorse the
views of one business executive prominently involved in his state's
education reform:

The legislature really listens to the business community.
Three business calls to a legislator seem like a
groundswell....They have been critical in stimulating the
reform movement in this state.
Businesspeople recognize the important role they have played

in drawing attention to the crisis in public education and forcing
action. But in some cases, business groups have taken contradic-
tory stands on important education reform issues, leaving politi-
cians few clues about which viewpoint represents business inter-
ests. In some states where business support for education reform is
poorly organized, educators and politicians have little faith that
any single business representative can really speak for the busi-
ness community:
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Business is very fragmented...small, large, commercial,
technical, service.... Too often we make the assumption that
one sector can speak for all of the others when this isn't the
case One person speaking for the "business community" is
not possible.

But wherever business leaders have been well organized, took
the time to learn about the issues, and stayed involved, they
discovered that their viewpoint carried great weight and that
lawmakers were eager to listen to and act on what they had to say.

The most recent and remarkable business-related develop-
ments in education policy making have occurred on the national
scene. As the President and governors have met in an education
summit and struggled to produce national goals and objectives,
they have been cheered on by an impressive array of the nation's
leading business organizations the National Alliance of Busi-
ness, the Committee for Economic Development, the Business
Roundtable, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers, the Conference Board, the American
Business Conference, and the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Com-
merce joined together in q Business Coalition for Education
Reform. The NAB and the Business Roundtable have together
produced a new blueprint and primer for continuing corporate
involvement in education reform through projects, programs, and
policies. And the agenda of the President and governors strongly
reflects the business agenda for higher standards, accountability
for outcomes, restructured schools, and greater concentration on
early intervention for at-risk children and youths.

BUSINESS INVOLVEMENT AND IMPACT ON EARLY
INTERVENTION AND PREVENTION STRATEGIES

The most recent and daring of the business community's
interventions has been the promotion of early intervention and
prevention strategies for at-risk children, Unfortunately, the im-
pact and payoffofthis initiative have not been nearly as systematic
and far-reaching as those ofthe earlier efforts focused more directly
on schools. In its 1987 report Children in Need, CED argued that .
early and sustained intervention in the lives of at-risk children and
youths should be one of the nation's highest priorities. This was the
first declaration about early intervention from the business com-
munity and among the first in the nation. Because it came from the
business community rather than from child advocates, the report
was influential in the programmatic and political development of
proposals for children at risk in early childhood.
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Since the report's release, several national- and state-level
commissions, task forces, and forums have been established with
business support and participation to address the needs of children
living in poverty, child care and early education initiatives, im-
proved health care for expectant mothers and their young children,
and employer-sponsored benefits for parents and children. The
federal government has expanded funding for Head Start (which
now serves fewer than one in five eligible children) and in 1990
adopted ambitious new child care legislation. Many states and
localities have developed innovative model programs in child devel-
opment and child care. CED has often been called on to help
advocate and shape such proposals in order to emphasize the
business interest in early intervention and prevention strategies
for at-risk children and youths.

Beyond the circle of executives engaged in these national
activities, business leaders seem to have a markedly different
attitude toward child development programs than toward educa-
tional reform. A handful of prominent spokesmen are convinced of
the need for early intervention and prevention strategies, but most
business leaders have not yet become actively involved. The problem
is not lack of information. Business leaders seem to be quite
familiar with the payoffs that early intervention and prevention
strategies will provide. Instead, the problem seems to be one of
ambivalence about taking action and uncertainty about the role
business can or should play in child development issues.

Many government leaders, as well as the public at large,
express a similar ambivalence toward government-sponsored early
intervention and prevention efforts. Concerns about cost, about
which institutions and agencies should deliver what kinds of
services, and about government intrusion into the privacy of fami-
lies contribute to this uncertainty. Thus, even though important
instances of innovation can be found in some localities, the number
of needy and eligible children unserved far outnumbers those
served, and there is no pattern of public commitment or business
involvement similar to the patterns that have emerged on beh al f of
educational reforms.

There is no disagreement about the growing severity of the
problem: 12.6 million children under 18 are poor. They account for
39.5 percent of the nation's poor ( replacing the elderly during the
decade as the largest segment of poor).

Increases in the cost of living and housing, decreases in real
earnings for many segments of the labor force, and a decline in the
value of federal subsidies, welfare, and housing have worsened the
conditions of poor families. A recent Census Bureau study compar-
ing twelve developed nations found that the United States has the

4
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highest rate of teen pregnancies, the highest murder rate for young
males, the second-highest infant mortality rate, the highest per-
centage of children with divorced parents, and along with Austra-
lia, the highest percentage of children in poverty. Among industri-
alized nations, only two do not provide universal health coverage
and parental leave for children and parents: South Africa and the
United States. Needless to say, for minority children, every one of
these indicators paints an even more bleak picture of devastation
and decline.

Measured against this outlook, public and private national
initiatives during the 1980s were paltry at every level. There were
few business efforts like Success by Six in Minneapolis, which
sought to coordinate services, educate parents, and influence policy
in the early childhood years. There were few instances like the
Washington Business Roundtable's efforts to secure, through leg-
islation, needed social, health, nutritional, and educational services
for all at-risk preschool children or like the Governors Day Care
Conference in Massachusetts. There were few states like South
Carolina, which with business support mandated school district
services for at-risk four-year-olds. There were few cases of indus-
tries or firms greatly expanding services and support to their own
employees who are parents of young children.

The ambivalence and caution of the business community in
promoting early childhood programs had several sources:

The perception of enormous additional costs, in contrast with
the marginal additional expense of many education retiirms

The astounding confusion and complexity in the organization
of early childhood and child care services, coupled with the
absence of a single institution, such as the public schools, where
such services can be provided

Continuing uncertainty about the nature of business responsi-
bilities, even fir employees and their families

Related reservations about the extent of public responsibility
or intrusion in family matters

The daunting prospect of hostile or indifThrent legislators and
policy makers

Many business leaders perceive a need for more political
leadership on early childhood issues, especially at the federal level.
"Business should influence the federal government to come out of
the trees on these issues," said one, echoing the sentiments of
many.
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CHAPTER 3

INTERIM RESULTS

At the end of a decade of renewed corporate interest in educa-
tion and child development, it is difficult to make generalizations
about its nature or impact. Indeed, the varied and complex charac-
ter of events and of the business community have become evident.
Different parts of the business sector have entered the picture at
different times in different places and at different levels of gov-
ernment, and there are significant parts of the business sector that
have not partic4mted at all. The manner of participation has
varied, too, ranging from hostile or disinterested inaction, to
shallow contacth, to profound involvementcombining a good measure
of social responsibility with an essential self-interest. The actual
policies promoted and projects launched have varied greatly, too.
The tendency has been toward more well-informed, appropriate,
and effective action at the higher levels of both corporate manage-
ment and public policy. There seem to be few second thoughts
among business leaders who have been involved in the educational
reform movement about the continuing importance and necessity
of their efforts sober assessments, yes; second thoughts, no.

Looking over the range of initiatives spawned in the last
decade, the business sector should take pride and satisfaction in its
work hut, at the same time, recognize that its participation has not
yet been fully adequate to the task.

There are many thousands of new business-sponsored projects
in up to half of the nation's schools, with notable concentrations
in areas of urban poverty. Some involve only modest donations
of time and equipment, but growing numbers are program-
matic and political partnerships of considerable duration. The
limitations of the initial efforts have become increasingly clear;
they are unlikely to afThet educational achievement directly or
to solve the problems of policy, resources, and management
that all school systems face. At the same time, they have had
no adverse side effects. They have introduced many thousands
of man agers and employees to the realities of our public schook
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and motivated them to become involved in further partnerships
with the schools. The more extensive and programmatic part-
nerships in a few communities have shown some gains in
student outcomes. The communitywide councils and compacts
that today characterize business support in the large cities
have stimulated far-reaching policy changes in Boston, Chicago,
and other cities.
Almost every state has raised its requirements, standards, and
accountability measures for teachers and students at the
urging and with the assistance of business leadership. It is
unlikely that the additional resources needed for these policy
initiatives would have been available had the business commu-
nity not been involved in the process. In state after state,
political leaders give credit to business support for making the
difference between success and failure in this first stage of
educational reform.
At the same time, it has become obvious that reform from the
top down is not sufficient. This approach can do no more than
set the stage for improved performance, school by school,
classroom by classroom, and child by child. Thus, the more
recent emphasis on policies that will strengthen the teaching
profession and promote the restructuring of schools a shift for
which CED can take special credit represents a new strategy,
a second stage in reform. Here, the results of business inter-
vention are less clear. The calls for professionalization and
restructuring are far more recent.. They align business closely
with reformers who think fundamental and painful changes
must be introduced to improve schools. Such proposals are
controversial and threatening to many educators in both
classrooms and administrative offices. Many fine educators are
committed to existing roles and procedures that they seek to
strengthen and improve but not to replace.
Not surprisingly, there is also some business support for some
version of "choice" policies that would create markets and
rewards for educational effectiveness rather than relying on an
unlikely restructuring of public bureaucracy. At the same time,
business leaders with firsthand experience in education recog-
nize the limits of school choice and fear that it will be viewed as
a panacea.
At the moment, neither rest ructuring nor choice policies com-
mand overwhelming business support; nor are they expanding
quickly beyond the well-known experiments in a few states and
largt- districts. The experience of Miami/Dade County, where a

4
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mild form of restructuring has produced measurable educa-
tional improvements in a number of schools, is so far rare. It
will be several years before restructuring or choice plans are
widespread, let alone proven effective.
At the federal or national level, there is, for the first time in a
decade, the opportunity for positive policy making in education
and child development. The process has scarcely begun, but
already the potential for a constructive business influence is
evident. The auspicious collaboration between the President
and the governors builds on the emerging business agenda
with remarkable fidelity. The quest for national goals carries
forward an emphasis on outcomes while acknowledging the
diversity of appropriate standards and measures in states and
localities and promotes the nation's continuing focus and con-
sensual attack on the issues. The call for loosening federal
program requirements is clearly tied to restructuring efThrts.
And the pleas for immediate expansion of federal early child-
hood programs such as Head Start give a clear priority to the
problems of poverty and disadvantage and the strategy of early
intervention. Moreover, the influence of the business commu-
nity through the Business Roundtable and the Business Coa-
lition for Education Reform in persuading the President to
consider, first, any substantive agenda for federal action and,
second, this particular agenda, has been manifest.
Business's access to and involvement in the policy councils of
education seems assured. Business-education compacts and
collaboratives are active in most urban communities. The
processes of state policy making in education have changed
substantially with business participation and approval. A
number of states South Carolina, Ohio, Florida, Indiana,
Maryland, Minnesota, and New Jersey, for example have
institutionalized a business role in state educational policy
making by creating state-level business advisory councils and
have officially encouraged the creation of school-business part-
nerships at the local level. Business is clearly part of the reform
coalition at every level.
This is not to say that business and education are fully comfort-
able together. Considerable suspicion and misunderstanding
persist on both sides of the relationship, although they are
gradually diminishing. Moreover, the nature of business's
reservations is changing; concerns about education's motiva-
tion and capacity persist but are being replaced gradually by
laments about timidity and lack of trust. As they become more
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knowledgeable about education and child development, busi-
ness leaders are becoming more concerned that children's
learning must take precedence over institutional defensive-
ness. Many are ready to support educators who want to rede-
sign their field and, closer to home, their schools. In interview
after interview, we found that this was the most common
message business leaders wanted to send to educators.

Educators' initial concerns are receding as well. There were and
are legitimate fears that business does not understand educa-
tional problems and has unrealistic expectations and that
business representatives will shy away from controversy and
difficult commitments or, worse, seek advantages for individual
firms or industries. Gradually, though, most educators are
coming to understand that business does not wish to take over
the schools or to use them for narrow promotional or vocational
purposes and that business interest and support provide a
welcome, indeed indispensable, boost to their efforts to gather
political and financial support. Many applaud the business
interest in their states and cities and have begun to take
advantage of the opportunity that a new coalition for the
schools provides. The prospect is for a continued development
of shared interests and, ultimately, a strengthening of mutual
understanding.

There is a small but impressive research effort under way that
is eleadily refining our understanding of many of the difficult
underlying policies and practices in the mmomy and in schools.
CED's reports and the recent NAB report, Blueprint fbr Busi-
ness in Restructuring Education, are themselves impressive
analyses. But many questions remain. Ilow specifically does
technological or market change affect the knowledge and skill
requirements of jobs? How do workers secure additional
education, and what are its benefits to them and to their firms?
How and where do people learn job skills? What kinds of
education and training are effective in imparting such skills?
How can such requirements be successfully amalgamated with
broader academic objectives in curriculum and pedagogy? How
can the distinctive educational needs of poverty's children best
be served? Researchers are seeking answers to these questions,
spurred on and sup7)orted by business interest.; but this neces-
sarily extended inqu:ry has only just begun and only on a small
scale.
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WHAT'S MISSING FROM THIS PICTURE?

The disappointing fact, though wholly predictable at this stage
ofbusiness involvement, is that with only modest exceptions, there
has been no widespread impact of business involvement on educa-
tional outcomes on the number of children staying in school and
doing better in their studies. The serious problems of our schools
did not develop ovornight. They have always been with us in some
form, and their present aggravated character has been building for
at least three decades. Moreover, these have been years in which
the economy's changing demands, immigration, and expanding
proportions of poor children have combined to make the task of
school improvement more challenging. Substantial impact on edu-
cational performance at this stage would be surprising indeed. The
reforms and improvements sought by business have only begun to
reach the schools and change the educational programs of individual
students. New state requirements that increase the amount of
English, math, and science needed to graduate, for example, have
said nothing about the content of the curriculum or the nature of
students learning experiences in these subjects. Exploration of the
crucial link between contemporary workplace requirements and
curricula has barely begun, with business taking significant ini-
tiative only in the area of technology.

And there are other shortcomings to be acknowledged. Busi-
ness has paid little attention to continuing issues of desegregation
and integration, and neither business nor education has been able
to help the poorest, most vulnerable children succeed. Setting
standards, accountability, restructuring, and professionalization
do not address the immediate needs of these children; at best, they
only set the stage for future success. Programmatic initiatives have
not reached these most threatened children. Indeed, the implica-
tion of Children in Need is that only earlier, better, and broader
efforts can give them a good chance in school and in life, and the
results of such efforts may not be clearly visible for a generation.

ANOTHER KIND OF IMPACT: ON BUSINESS ITSELF

When considering the readiness of business to continue work-
ing with good effect on issues of education and child development,
we should also assess the long-term organizational capacity it has
created within and for itself.

In terms of basic awareness, business has surely made gre:i
progress. Today, human resource development is commonly na:ned
the most significant issue for the future of most industrir,, prob-
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lems with raw materials, markets, taxes, takeovers, and debt
notwithstanding. The demographic, technological, and economic
trends leading to this focus on human capital seem irreversible;
human development is coming to be regarded as the only long-term
solution to many pressing economic problems. It is unlikely that
corporate interest in education and child development will slacken
soon.

Understanding of education's prospects and problems is like-
wise growing in the business community, as is its level of comfort
with its significant but limited role in the broad coalition seeking
reform and improvement in education and child development.
Corporate philanthropy and contribution programs have in many
cases been redirected to support for public school endeavors. We are
beginning to see instances of policy changes in business permitting
or encouraging employees to function more easily as parents,
advisors, or trustees for schools and as caregivers or mentors for
children.

There are, nonetheless, important concerns in the areas of
leadership and institutionalization. The number of CEOs furnish-
ing active leadership rose swiftly in the mid-1980s, but it has
probably diminished since then. The veterans worry aloud that
their younger counterparts or successors do not wholly share their
concern or commitment.

The paucity of interested and active executives is more worri-
some when we consider the rarity with which even the most
committed have institutionalized educational concerns in corporate
executive offices. Most often, existing staff officers in public
affairs, community relations, contributions, or personnel offices
have been given additional status, resources, and (sometimes) staff
to advise the CEO and represent the corporation. But these mar-
ginal efforts have not always survived changes in management or
in profit margins. Corporate giving is sometimes vulnerable to new
mergers and acquisitions; two giving programs may be collapsed
i nto one much smaller effort, or distant leadership and interest may
replace the long-time focus of local managements. Worst of all,
corporate giving is sometimes tinged with an inappropriate public
relations emphasis.

Ir organizations of the business community at large, efforts to
help companies build organizational capacity have just begun with
the blueprints and primer put out by the NAB and Business
Roundtable in 1990. Such institutionalization will be a iwcessary
ingredient ifthe initiatives launched in the 1980s are to he realized
in programs and progress in the 1990s.

4
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THE EXEMPLARY EDUCATION-MINDED
BUSINESS EXECUTIVE

What do business leaders who succeed in educational arenas know
and do? No one model for effective. performance exists, but there is a
pattern. Exemplary corporate leaders

See the improvement of education and child development as matters
of national survival,

See their involvement in education as a matter of corporate survival
more than social responsibility or community public relations.

Approach their dealings with education with a sense of "controlled
impatience."

Are sensitive to the challenges and limitations schools face.

Are critical of bloated education bureaucracies, institutional rigidi-
ties, timid leadership, and lack of trust (criticisms they have leveled
at their own enterprises), but not of the expertise, intentions, or
intellectual capacity of educators.

Have come to understand the difficult and time-consuming nature of
school system changes and the need to support and stick with a few
good ideas for a long time.

Do not believe then. is a "si)ver bullet" or owner's manual to bring
about educational improvement.

Are convinced that the enthusiasm of teachers and students is the
indispensable element in good schools.

Appreciate the history and current reality of im perfect school-business
relationships and their share of the responsibility:
The sometimes uneven and unreliable character of business involve-

ment and commitment
The inveterate short-term perspective on change and results
The inevitably mixed motives in policy trade-offs between support
for adequate education spending and reluctance to embrace new
taxes

Assure that their corporate activities are all of high quality, that local
projectF are well desigrwd and suppmled hut are not expected to
replace or turn around the regular education program.

Take clear and reasoned stands on important public issues in education
and child development. Their voice can be counted on even though
their support cannot always be presumed.

Show up ( which is 90 percent of success in life. as Woody Allen says ),
knowing that recurrent meetings and rituals are just as imponant at

dramatic announcenwnts and exciting political victories.
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C HAPTER 4

THE NEEDS OF THE 1990s

As the 1990s begin, business has not completed its work or fully
attained its objectives in any phase of its efforts to stimulate the
reform and improvement of education. Progress has been made on
every front, in F ,ine cases substantial progress, but there is clearly
more to be done. What should be the emphases of business involve-
ment in the coming decade?
I. Stay the Course. Trite though it is, this is the first piece of

advice businesspeople give one another nowadays. It has taken
a decade for business communities - local, state, and national
- to arrive at a stable, comprehensive view ofthe problems they
and education face and the roles they can play in improving the
schools. The investment analysis, restructuring theme, and
at-risk focus are clear-cut, powerful ideas that should guide
business leadership in education for many years. They can have
continuing impact in shaping local projects as well as policy
development at every level of government.

2. Promote National Dialogue and Federal Involvement.
President Bush should be helped in his intention to be an
"education president." He is the fi rst President to harbor such
an ambition since Lyndon Johnson, whose administration built
Head Start, Chapter 1, and student aid, amongother educational
achievements. Many of the business leaders we spoke with
were disappointed with the federal role during the last decade
and made it clear that they do not see business involvement as
a substitute for federal initiative.
The Education Summit of the President and the governors,
held at the strong urging and with the support of business
leadership, produced an agenda for national action that is
wholly consistent with the points that business has been
emphasizing: ( a } a national goals program to guide and assist
state and local efforts in educational improvement and to
identify national pohtical leadership with the effort for the long
haul, (b) the use of existing federal programs and resources to
facilitate and strengthen efforts at local reform and restructur-
ing, and (c) expansion of federal programs such as Head Start
to help more poor young people. Moreover, as the prospect of a
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peace dividend has been glimpsed (however dimly), education
and child development, along with deficit reduction, are at the
top of most lists of uses for it. Were the business leaders to
promote these views with a clear and strong voice, they could
be at the federal level in the 1990s what they often were at the
state level in the 1980s: the political difference between success
and failure.

3. Pursue Related Human Service Perspectives. Children in
Need promotes the emerging perspective that no one agency or
institution can effectively meet the multiple needs of the
children of chronic and persistent poverty. By the time they
reach school, for example, these children have often lacked
health care (before, during, and after birth), encouragement
and support from family and community, and child development
services; and most of all, their families have lacked income. The
business community has grown comfortable in working with
the schools but is less enthusiastic about working with other
human service agencies. In the 1990s, business should create
in related human service fields the comprehensive analyses
and action programs that they developed and executed with
respect to education during the 1980s. Above all, they must
continue to explore and correct the ways in which poverty,
discrimination, or indifference undermine the lives of many
children and make more difficult the tasks of the institutions
serving them.

4. Build the Infrastructure of Business-Education Part-
nerships. Except at the federal level, dramatic education
policy interventions inspired by business leadership will prob-
ably be rare in the 1990s. The tasks of these years will be less
visible:
--Preserving political, programmatic, and financial gains in

less glamorous times
-.Supporting the local implementation of reforms such as

school restructuring
Participating in the slow work of reshaping and strengthen-
ing curricula

-Building deeper understanding between lnisinessmen and
educators on the path from skepticism through acceptance to
trust
Strengthening the capacity of business representatives to
participate in educational improvement through orgoniza-
tional and professional development

These steps will redeem the promise of the 1980s,

5
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5. Support Pertinent Research and Analysis. The activity of
the 1980s has not been solely rhetoric, organization, and action.
There has been considerable progress in our understanding of
the factors underlying economic and technological changes,
human learning, and effective educational practice. Business
has a direct interest in new discoveries in these areas for its own
activities but also for its understanding of educational insti-
tutions. It has given such research little support or priority in
its own sphere or in its recommendations for public policy.

6. Review and Assess Business's Own Commitment and
Performance. This report may be the beginning of such
assessments, but no more than that. There is a paucity of
evaluative research in the field and few plans to accomplish it.
Business must learn how to hold itselfaccountable in this field.

There are, for example, several recommendations in Investing in
Our Children that are directed primarily to operations of the
business community itself: encouraging and facilitating employees'
participation in local educational activities, developing systems for
regular feedback to the schools, stimulating the redesign of voca-
tional education programs and expanding cooperative education
opportunities, making management training and assistance
available to the schools, and becoming involved in the creation of'
intermediary institutions such as partnerships and local education
foundations. Our knowledge of progress in these areas is sketchy.

Also, business leadership must continue to deepen its under-
standing of our nation's education enterprise and its role therein.
Agendas will change. Frustrations will grow. Differences in views
may well increase, both within the business community and be-
tween it and educators, concerning the efficiency and effectiveness
of schools, as well as the need for and shape of new resources and
programs of improvement. Only continuing reflection and analysis
will produce an influential and appropriate business perspective on
education's ever-present. problems.

CONCLUSION

Education in the 1980s was the scene ()fa great deal of energetic
leadership from within the field and from without. A profusion of'
good ideas for refbrm and improvement, have been derived from new
research, the experience of other fields ( including business), and
plain common sense. By contrast with the beginning of the decade,
the situation today should not engender despair; rather, it should
stimulate hope and determination to succeed. It will take all of the
1990s to redeem the promise of the 1980s. With "'controlled impa-
tience," business must remain in the midst of the enterprise.
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